A hidden world growing beyond control

The government has built a national security and intelligence system so big, so complex and so hard to manage, no one really knows if it's fulfilling its most important purpose: keeping its citizens safe. Continue Reading » | Live chat, 1 p.m. ET

Concerns on oil seepage remain
U.S. allows BP to keep cap on well shut for 24 hours provided engineers "rigorously monitor" sea floor for any signs that the situation is worsening.

Obama: Extend jobless benefits
GOP says it supports aid, opposes fact that government would borrow $34B to pay for it.

Sarah Palin coins new ‘word’
44 | To quell Twitter-rioting over her snafu, Palin then compared herself to no less than Shakespeare.

Bob Corker: ‘44’ is a ‘White house’-fueled word
44 is a number that seems to come up during presidential campaigns, with implications of ‘44’ years of experience.

As Metro congestion grows, ‘seat hogs’ push civility aside
As Metro congestion grows, so does anger at ‘seat hogs’

TOP SECRET AMERICA
A Washington Post Investigation

WATCH THE INTRO
A short video overview of Top Secret America.

TOP SECRET AMERICA BLOG
Read the latest »

FISHER INVESTMENTS™
To investors who want to retire comfortably.

If you have a $500,000 portfolio, download the guide by Forbes columnist and money manager Ken Fisher. It’s called "The 15-Minute Retirement Plan." Even if you have something else in place right now, it still makes sense to request your guide!
Soccer: Always an also-ran?
Discussion | The United States has never quite embraced soccer -- excuse us, football. Will we ever win the World Cup?

Rapid Reinvention: T.O.'s new gig
Career Coach: Strut your stuff

Facebook nears 500 million users
POST TECH | But after its meteoric rise over the past six years, firm is grappling with growing pains.
Cecilia Kang
Post Tech: Share Facebook connections stories
User poll: Your favorite social networking site?

MORE NATION/WORLD HEADLINES
Clinton: Afghan aid must be closely monitored
Contador takes Tour lead in stage won by Voeckler
U.S., South Korea prepare for naval exercises
China becomes world's No. 1 energy consumer
Anger at 'seat hogs' grows with Metro congestion
Scores die in India train collisions | Scene

NEWS COLUMNS AND BLOGS
Faster Forward: Google nixes Nexus One
Celebrityology: Lindsay Lohan prepares for jail
Ezra Klein: Economics of dying in one graph

LIVE Q&As
Ask the Post
Post managing editor Raju Narisetti takes your questions about the paper, Web site and the journalism industry.
Ask now

MONDAY'S SESSIONS
9:30 ET
Oil spill: Will the well cap hold?
10:30 ET
Outlook: Are today's children spoiled?

Weekly Schedule
Recent Live Q&As

ENTERTAINMENT NEWS
Eye on Entertainment
Prince Harry talks polo with Ron Wood, Patti Labelle and Whoopi Goldberg perform at the Life Ball and Rihanna storms Las Vegas. | Sign up for Twitter updates of Ent. News

Bone marrow drive held in NYC for 'Lion King' star
Teenage singer gets Botox for 'Glee' debut
George Clooney radiates cool on witness stand
Zsa Zsa Gabor to have hip replacement surgery
Bieber's 'Baby' is most-watched on YouTube

MARKETS
 Jul 19; 12:34 p.m. ET
 DJIA 10,117.65 ↑ 19.75
 NASDAQ 2,184.06 ↑ 5.01
 S&P 500 1,066.71 ↑ 1.83

MORE TOP STORIES
BUSINESS
U.K. airshow tests health of aircraft market
Mass. considers landmark auto-repair legislation

TECHNOLOGY
Highly detailed map of Calif. coast in the works
Microneedles may make getting flu shots easier

SPORTS
Donovan's PK lifts Galaxy over United
Mystics come up short against Sky

NATION
Man dies after fall from mast of ship in San Diego

WORLD
Dozens die in eastern India train collision
Road bombs kill 6 Afghan policemen, 2 US troops

POLITICS
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